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Kaimin is a Salish word for paper
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Tribute held for arson anniversary
Kristen Inbody
Montana Kaimin

H

er arms entwined with those of
her three teenagers, Paula Lamb
cried as she described the harassment
her family has endured because her son
Bryan Betts, a freshman in Hamilton, is
gay.
Lamb’s two sons joined her in tears,
and her son Michael Betts read a letter
apologizing to his brother.
“I have a brother that is gay,” he
read. “At first I hated it. I wanted to
beat him up all the time to see if I could
change him.”
He realized the fighting was tearing
the family apart, Michael Betts said.
“I would like to say I’m sorry,” he
read. “I think it’s likely too late. I want
to be a man and stand up and show him
I care about him. I never could really do
that.
“I just want to say I’m sorry.”
Lamb said she has been threatened.
“They’ve run four or five families out
of Hamilton already,” Lamb said. “I’m
not going to go.”
The family’s message was clear.
Montana still has a long way to go
before homosexuals are treated as
equals, they told a crowd of 120 gathered at First United Methodist Church
Saturday to commemorate the first
anniversary of the arson fire that
destroyed the home of a Missoula lesbian couple.
Four days before the fire, Carla
Grayson and Adrianne Neff filed a lawsuit against the Montana University
System to gain health insurance benefits.
At the rally, Neff, Grayson and coplaintiffs Carol Snetsinger and Nancy

Slain UM grad’s
library account
used after death
Jared Ritz
Montana Kaimin

Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin

Nancy Siegel, right, and Carol Snetsinger, co-plaintiffs in a lawsuit filed against the Montana University
System to gain same-sex health benefits, light their candles during a rally Saturday at the First United
Methodist Church in Missoula.

Siegel received the Walter Brown Award
from the Montana Human Rights
Network.
Neff, a stay-at-home mom, and
Grayson, a University of Montana assistant professor in the psychology department, were not at the ceremony. The
pair now live in Michigan. Grayson has
extended her leave of absence from UM.
“Both couples demonstrated their
high level of commitment by filing the

lawsuit for gay and lesbian benefits.
That was courageous enough without
having to face what happened today last
year,” said award presenter Karen Loos,
a member of Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays and chairwoman of
the Missoula Advocates for Human
Rights.
“They have displayed the best of
grace, dignity and courage for their

See RALLY, Page 9

Committee recommends $8.7M cut for UM
Administrators:
It could
be worse
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

Despite a potential legislative funding cut,
University of Montana
administrators said the recommendations made Monday
were a success for the
University. If the new recommendations from a legislative subcommittee go
through, UM will receive
$8.7 million less in the next
biennium than it did for fiscal years 2002 and 2003.
“I am appreciative that the
majority of the committee
members decided to will us
in the right direction,” said
UM President George

Possible lead
emerges in
Servo case

Dennison. “Now, let’s keep
going.”
The Joint Education
Appropriations
Subcommittee recommended
about a $200 million budget
for UM and its affiliated
campuses. The recommendation falls about $6.6 million
short of Gov. Judy Martz’s
overall UM budget recommendations and is about $10
million higher than the
University’s budget at 2000
legislative funding levels.
“Essentially, they brought
us back halfway between the
two proposals,” UM’s Vice
President for Administration
and Finance Bob Duringer
said. “Of course everyone is
disappointed that they did
not fund us at Gov. Martz’s
request. But as the session
roles on, there will be
changes made. And, hopeful-

ly, we will be in a better position.”
Duringer said tuition
increases at UM could be
anywhere between six to 10
percent but said it was
impossible to tell for sure at
this point.
The appropriations committee and the Legislature as
a whole will still have a
chance to change the
University’s budget.
“This is very much a game
of ‘It isn’t over until the fat
lady sings,’” Duringer said.
Duringer and Dennison
said cuts will have to be
made along with tuition
increases, but specifics will
not be decided until discussions are held and alternatives sought.
Duringer also said it is
likely that UM faculty and
staff will have to suffer

through pay freezes, unless
funding is increased from the
subcommittee recommendation.
Overall, campus leaders
remain optimistic.
“This is just the beginning,
meaning that this is just a
subcommittee recommendation,” said ASUM President
Jon Swan. “From here we will
just continue to work on funding on higher education and
funding for UM in specific.”
Swan said ASUM will likely organize more chances for
students to travel to Helena
to testify to the Legislature
during relevent hearings.
“We are several million
dollars ahead of where we
were when we started this
morning,” Duringer said. “I’m
optimistic we’ll do better,
how much better is anyone’s
guess.”

Books were checked out
from the Mansfield Library on
the account of Jennifer Servo
after she had died, a Texas
detective investigating the
case said Monday.
Servo, a University of
Montana graduate, was murdered last semester in her
Abilene, Texas, apartment.
Jeff Bail, a detective for the
Abilene Police Department,
confirmed that her account
was used to check out four
books, which were mainly
about philosophy, on Nov. 6.
“Some books were checked
out against her account,” he
said. “We are unaware of how
it could have happened.”
Police were alerted that
books were on Servo’s account
after her family, which resides
in Kalispell, was mailed an
overdue notice during the
Wintersession break. After
calling the library and realizing that the books were
checked out after her death,
the Abilene police were called.
Servo was found dead in
her Abilene apartment on
Sept. 18. An autopsy report
found that she had suffered
both strangulation and head
trauma. Police believe Servo
knew her killer, and injuries
on her body point to sexual
assault.
Servo was a 2002 graduate
from UM’s radio-television
department and a former
reporter for both Montana
Public Radio and Missoula’s
KECI 13. She moved to
Abilene in July to begin work
as a full-time reporter for TV
station KRBC 9.
Bail said two possibilities
are being investigated to find
out how the books were
checked out.
If the books were checked
out using Servo’s Griz card,
Bail said, it could be a major
break in the case. Police
believe the card was stolen
from her at the time of her
death, but they are not certain.
“We do know that her purse

See SERVO, Page 12
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O PINION
Guest Column

Editorial

Tisk, tisk to those who
sugarcoat funding cuts
When life gives you lemons, make lemonade. That seems
to be the latest attitude our administration is taking
toward our funding prospects from the Legislature.
We all like lemonade better than lemons, but we shouldn’t act pleased as punch when we get bad news.
On Monday, the recommendation came from a legislative
subcommittee to give UM $8.7 million less than they have
in the past two years. Keep in mind that number could
either be increased or cut in coming weeks.
And yet, today’s Kaimin story shows that President
George Dennison is “appreciative,” and Vice President Bob
Duringer is “optimistic we’ll do better.”
Granted, the recommendation wasn’t as bad as it could
have been. It was about halfway between Gov. Martz’s proposed budget and the 2000 funding level.
Administrators say that they’re just happy our funding
outlook is not as bad as it could be, and don’t get us wrong,
it could be worse.
However, to smile and comment that it’s “not as bad as it
could be” is a slippery argument of the worst kind. It’s
never “as bad as it could be,” though in our opinion we are
well on our way to “as bad as it could be.”
It won’t be “as bad as it could be” until our university
system either disintegrates or turns into a private institution.
It’s critical for our administrators and everyone else to
bear in mind that the funding we either will or won’t
receive isn’t just money.
Duringer and Dennison said that under this preliminary
budget the students will face tuition increases between six
and 10 percent. They also said there will be cuts, though no
one knows where they will come from. Additionally,
Duringer said that UM faculty and staff are likely to face
pay freezes.
These are not just numbers. And the news doesn’t seem
to us like anything to celebrate about.
Students who work hard during school and throughout
the summer will have to earn that increase in tuition.
Somehow, faculty and staff will have to find a way to make
up their cost-of-living increases, because the cost of living
doesn’t freeze even when salaries do. The cuts will have to
come from somewhere, and two of the most likely places are
employees, which means someone will be out of a job, or
there will be a drop in the quality of our education.
While it’s true that Duringer and Dennison don’t have a
say in what the Legislature decides, they certainly shouldn’t sugarcoat it. They shouldn’t tell everyone we’ll be fine
except for those pesky tuition increases, pay freezes and
cuts. That is the definition of “not fine” and there’s no reason to be “appreciative” or “optimistic” if you realize what
this news could mean.

—Jessie Childress
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Bush’s focus leaves Americans experiencing dejà vu
Fast forwarding a decade to the current environment, George W. Bush’s prognosis is not too
promising. He, like his father, has approval ratings that exceed average. They are currently 61
percent, but if we go to war with Iraq they are
(U-WIRE) BATON ROUGE, La. — Regardless
likely to sky-rocket again. If he wins the war as
of your politics, I think it is widely believed that
decisively as his father, his numbers will rise
George W. Bush has far exceeded the expectaaccordingly.
tions of even his strongest supporters. He began
As we saw in 1991-1992, numbers are shorthis bid for president as a perceived half-wit, but
lived. Bill Clinton’s victorious campaign quip was
as Election Day grew nearer, America warmed up
“it’s the economy stupid.” George H. W. Bush
to his affable demeanor. And although, at times,
never understood that, and if the current
it seemed as if he was re-inventing the English
President Bush doesn’t, he will suffer a similar
language, he somehow made you feel like he was
fate.
one of us. He wasn’t perfect, but he had an aura
According to a Feb. 5 New York Times, the
such that even those who clamored about his
economy has fallen into its worst hiring slump in
being ill-qualified for the job were comforted that
20 years. Yes, you read that right, 20 years. In
he meant well.
addition, growth rate has slowed to less than one
Sept. 11, Afghanistan and Iraq are all
percent and business execs see no end in sight.
instances where, whether you
This does not bode well for the
agree with his positions or not,
George W. Bush has proven possibility of President Bush’s regleaning good intentions is not too
that he is not the lackey he election. He has chosen to condifficult. He ran as a man of prinwas portrayed as at the sume his administration with the
ciple. Recalling the presidential
“imminent threat” posed by Iraq
debates, his most admired philoso- outset of his campaign. He
rather than the imminent threat
pher was Jesus Christ. He has, for has risen to the occasion a
of having a restless country willthe most part, delivered on his
number of times and he has ing to give him the boot if he doespromise of principle, but so did his
n’t do something about the ecodone so based on his
father, George H. W. Bush. Again,
nomic situation.
foundation of good
he was a man who rose to the
President Bush’s first point of
occasion, although somewhat less
intentions.
order in his State of the Union
surprisingly.
was the economy. He made some
The question then becomes: Do the Georges
wonderful rhetorical overtures about reviving it,
have more in common than their ability to rise to
but then shifted his focus to tax cuts. As nice as
the occasion? In other words, will W suffer the
tax cuts are, most people don’t see the economy
same fate as his father in his bid for re-election?
and tax cuts as intimately associated. Tax cuts
That question has yet to be answered, but
will not be enough to get W re-elected (and neithings are not shaping up in George W’s favor as
ther will his new deficit-spending budget). We
the parallels are eerie. Let us recall, for a
need jobs and we need them now.
moment, his father’s run for re-election. The first
George W. Bush has proven that he is not the
President Bush led a coalition into Kuwait, oblitlackey he was portrayed as at the outset of his
erated the Iraqi army and handily won the Gulf
campaign. He has risen to the occasion a number
War. Following his victory, his approval polled at
of times, and he has done so based on his founda89 percent. A mere 16 months later, those numtion of good intentions. However, in this case,
bers plummeted to 32 percent, largely driven by
good intentions won’t be good enough. If he does
his failure to focus on the domestic economy.
not focus more of his energy on the economy and
Subsequently, he was beaten by six million votes
less on his mission of righting the wrongs in the
and trounced in the Electoral College by a 202
international community, we will find ourselves
vote margin. The victor: Bill Clinton, the “comewitness to dejà vu all over again — and a
back kid” from Hope, Ark., a relative unknown at
Democratic victor in 2004.
the time.

Column by
Peter Ragusa

Here’s the deal
The Kaimin will run guest columns in “Campus Voices” on Fridays. Please
submit 700-word opinion pieces
to letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in the Kaimin office in Journalism 206
by Wednesday afternoons. Columns may be edited for clarity, brevity and
length.
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O PINION

Letters to the editor

Teacher prays for
peace, president
I am a teacher in Missoula.
As the most important aspect
of my job, I always stress
peaceful means to the children
at school, reminding them to
“use their words” to resolve
conflict “because actions have
consequences”.
Before inviting more violence on our country, I pray
President George W. Bush
remembers this, too. I had
hoped that someone in his
position of power wouldn’t
need the same advice a threeyear-old receives.
There is no end to the cycle
of violence that will start here,
embarrassingly, with us. The
people of this country will be
thrown into a cycle of fear of

retribution. We have already
paid dearly for our arrogance.
We are world leaders, not
world bullies.
There is an opportunity
here to teach our children that
violence does not solve our
problems, and that alternatives can be found. Someday, I
would like to teach the lesson
of peace without feeling like
the world doesn’t support it.
This is the time to keep teachers from being liars and to set
an example for those who look
up to us as a global community. I would like to be proud of
my country for its mature decision to avoid war, and change
the world. We need to start
remembering to love our neighbors and become the world we
tell our children is possible.
Nina Shyne
Missoula Resident

EVST should be
held accountable
As a taxpaying citizen in
Montana, as well as a student
burdened by ever-increasing
tuition, I am concerned about
where the money is being
spent. Serious questions have
been raised in my mind ever
since I read the articles in the
Missoulian and the Kaimin
regarding the environmental
studies program controversy in
the Legislature. I, for one, do
not support the tactics the program has used to undermine
some of Montana’s chief industries, namely mining and logging industries. Offering a
class to educate students
about the pros and cons of
these industries is one thing,
but using public funds, including taxes paid by the industries’ employees and the industries themselves along with
my tuition, to actively demoralize them is quite another. Is
the University really interested in education here, or just in

promoting a political agenda?
Tom Roy, the director of the
program, claims the program
receives constant criticism and
that there is never a time
when it isn’t under political
scrutiny. That is pretty telling
to me. If the program were
performing only the duties it is
educationally authorized to do,
it would not have this problem.
I am an American, and a
staunch advocate of the First
Amendment. I believe in the
people’s right to free speech
and to peacefully protest.
However, I do not condone
these things when exercised
inappropriately and provided
for in an unethical manner,
specifically using other people’s money for political gain.
The program should be held
accountable for its actions, and
I would support the legislature
cutting funding until the program can prove itself an educational tool rather than
activist sledgehammer.
Emily Jones
sophomore, print journalism

U.S. should lead,
work toward peace

THE MARKET
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BUT WOULDN’T IT BE NICE TO
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If our nation is truly the
Leader of Nations, we must act
the part. Our president is losing
credibility and respect all over
the world as he continues his
obsession with Saddam Hussein.
Imagine if Jefferson or
Roosevelt were president of the
United States today. Can you
believe either would ignore the
counsel of the United Nations?
Or endanger millions in a multitude of countries because he
knew another world leader to be
dangerous? There are many dangerous world leaders. Why not go
after North Korea, a country
with a dangerous leader who
loudly proclaims his right to use
his country’s nuclear weapons?
And why not let the arms
inspectors finish their work?
Why is Bush in such a hurry? Is
it possible he understands that
around the world people are
beginning to pay attention to his
power-crazed need to get
Saddam Hussein?
Bush’s father tried to take
Hussein down over a decade ago
and all he managed was to kill
tens of thousands of innocent
people and then turn his back on
a ruined country.
The people upon whom our
bombs will drop again this time
are not unlike us. They are
fathers and mothers working to
protect their children from
hunger and sickness. Must we
reduce their lives even further by
shredding them with our shrapnel?
Martin Luther King said “the
ultimate weakness of violence is
that it is a descending spiral,
begetting the very thing it seeks
to destroy. Instead of diminishing evil, it multiplies it.”
Creating peace is hard work.
It takes a leader wise enough
and courageous enough to create
diplomacy when brutality would
be the easier course.
Let us begin the hard work
now.
Deborah O’Connor Clow
Missoula

Kaimin editorials
miss the mark
The Kaimin editorials
complaining of the lack of
funding for the UM by the
Montana Legislature and the
timber and mining lobbyists’
request to shut down the
environmental studies programs are short-sighted and
wrong-headed.
The tone of these letters
makes it sound like the
Montana Legislature is conspiring against the
University students. It is not
the case. The Legislature is
limited by a shrinking economy and an increased poverty
in this state. Very few counties have experienced economic growth. Missoula
County, your home county, is
discussing cut-backs in primary school education
because of decreasing enrollment and, as a consequence,
federal funding. The
Legislature must balance all
of the needs of the citizens of
Montana, everything from
mental health issues, welfare, primary school funding
and university funding.
They are making mistakes in
their methods, but they are
working with a very tight
budget.
The second issue is the
mining and timber lobbyists’
request for the Legislature to
eliminate the environmental
studies program from the
University of Montana. I
don’t agree with the request,
but I understand where it is
coming from. It is a reflection
of the anger felt by many
people in Montana at the
environmentalists who propose “sustainable industries”
with no concrete ideas of how
to bring these industries
about. People need to work.
Professor Watson wrote,
“Protecting and restoring our
land and water creates more
jobs now and in the long run
than irresponsible resource
extraction that does not provide adequate protection.”
While I agree that resource
extraction should not be irresponsible, I would ask
Professor Watson where are
all of the jobs that she is
referring to. An example of
the collision course between
environmentalism and the
good of the state of Montana
is the Forest Service mounting an environmental impact
survey for two years after the
fires in 2000. I was told by a
retired logger that the timber
is now of no economic value
to the loggers who would
have gone, cleared it out, and
allowed room for regrowth of
the burned vegetation.
I don’t ask people to abandon environmentalism.
Environmentalism has its
place to protect nature.
However, people must respect
the fact that resources can be
used responsibly, and that
people are a part of the environmental picture.
Mary Ellen Wood
senior, History
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World Briefs

Wintersession enrollment doubles

Off the wire
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

South Korea’s prime minister believes
North Korea does not have nukes
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — In sharp differences with
Washington, South Korea said North Korea does not have
nuclear weapons and the United States should open direct talks
with Pyongyang on the crisis.
South Korean Prime Minister Kim Suk-soo told parliament
Monday there is no proof the North has produced nuclear
weapons despite U.S. assertions that Pyongyang has one or two
atomic bombs.
“North Korea is believed to have extracted enough plutonium
to make one or two bombs before 1994,” Kim said. “Since there
has been no confirmation that it actually has produced nuclear
weapons, we believe that they do not have any.”
Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld said Sunday in
Germany that most intelligence services know the North
Koreans have “one or two nuclear weapons,” and “they may have
enough nuclear material to make an additional six to eight
nuclear weapons” by May or June.
North Korea has said it has the right to develop nuclear
weapons and wants bilateral talks with the United States. The
United States says the North must meet its international obligations, including an accord with South Korea that the peninsula
would be kept free of nuclear weapons.
South Korea, too, wants direct U.S.-Pyongyang discussions.
Returning from a visit to the United States on Sunday, Chyung
Dai-chul, an envoy of South Korea’s President-elect Roh Moohyun, said he “asked Washington to open direct U.S.-North
Korea talks soon without condition.”
But in Washington, Secretary of State Colin Powell said
Washington would eventually talk with North Korea but it
should be within a “multilateral setting.”

NATO in crisis after French,
Germans, Belgians block military
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — Europe’s split with America
deepened Monday after France, Germany and Belgium vetoed a
U.S.-backed measure to authorize NATO to make plans to protect
Turkey in the event of attack by Iraq.
Turkey responded by invoking a clause in NATO’s mutual
defense treaty requiring immediate consultations. It was the first
time in 53 years that a member of the Atlantic alliance publicly
activated the emergency measure.
American ambassador Nicholas Burns said the European
rejection had plunged NATO into crisis.
The NATO decision was followed later Monday by a joint declaration in Paris in which Russia joined France and Germany in
calling for strengthened U.N. weapons inspections in Iraq.
Russian President Vladimir Putin chose his words carefully, saying “We are against the war. ... At the moment, that’s the view I
have.”
In Washington, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said the
United States and the 16 other countries in the alliance would go
ahead with planning “outside of NATO if necessary.
“We are already going about that task,” he said at a news conference at the Pentagon.
The French and German view is that Turkey does not need
the equipment now, and that planning for Turkey’s defense now
could send the wrong signal.
“If Turkey is ever attacked, we will stand at its side. That is
not an issue here,” said Belgian Prime Minister Guy Verhofstadt
at a news conference. “At issue is, are we at a logical point where
we are at war?”

Jackson to release own video to
save face after documentary
LONDON (AP) - The makers of a documentary that dealt with
Michael Jackson’s controversial relationship with children
defended the film Monday and said attempts by the King of Pop
to discredit it were “clumsy and desperate.”
Jackson last week said he felt “betrayed” by journalist Martin
Bashir, who expressed concern about Jackson’s treatment of his
three children in voice-overs in the documentary.
The film showed Jackson dangling his infant son over the
fourth-floor balcony of a hotel in Berlin. The 90-minute program
also caused controversy because Jackson said he sometimes lets
children sleep in his bed.
A statement released in London on Jackson’s behalf late
Sunday said Jackson is set to release a video of Bashir, showing
the reporter praising Jackson’s skills as a parent.
Program maker Granada dismissed the video as an attempt to
discredit Bashir and said it was “clumsy and desperate.” It said
Bashir was aware he was being filmed as he made the documentary and had “nothing to hide.”

Administrators are calling
Winter session 2003 a “preliminary” success after 649 students registered for more than
47 classes.
University of Montana
President George Dennison
said Wintersession is scheduled for 2004, but said a final
evaluation of the program is
still needed before he can
decide if Wintersession will
continue in 2005.
“On a preliminary basis, it
looks like it was a success, but
we still have to wait and see,”
Dennison said. “But you can’t
base a decision on one term.”
Only 314 students attended
Wintersession in 2002, compared to the 649 who attended
in 2003.
Peggy Nesbitt, division
manager of Wintersesssion,
attributes the rise to a wider
variety of course offerings.
Twenty-four classes were
offered to students in 2002,
compared to the 47 offered in
2003. She said she hopes even
more classes will be available
to students in 2004.
“This is a really good time
to offer courses, I think,”
Nesbitt said. “But I hope we
will be able to offer more.”
Seventeen additional courses were scheduled but had to

be canceled because not
enough students registered for
them, Nesbitt said.
“Our first goal is to serve
students, so we don’t like to
cancel classes,” Nesbitt said.
“But we have to be smart.”
Among the most popular
classes were Introduction to
Public Speaking, which 54 students registered for, and an
anthropology course called
“Food and Culture,” which 34
students registered for.
All of the courses offered by
the College of Technology had
to be canceled because they
didn’t draw enough students.
Dennison said he did not
know how much it cost the
University to hold
Wintersession. However, he
did say that in addition to
administrative costs there are
also costs for heating the
buildings during
Wintersession.
Nesbitt said she does not
yet know how monetarily successful Wintersession was and
said her numbers were preliminary at this point.
“We were able to cover our
costs,” she said. “But our goal
isn’t to make a bunch of
money. It is to serve the students. We do have to make
sure we break even.”
Wintersession classes are
offered to students for about
$150 per credit. There is no

supertuition, surcharges or
difference between the price of
tuition for out-of-state and instate students during
Wintersession.
Nesbitt said financial aid
often does not apply to
Wintersession, which is one
reason why UM senior Chris
Arvish said he didn’t attend.
“There wasn’t any classes
offered in my major that I
needed,” he said.
Arvish, a geography major,
said he would only consider
attending Wintersession if his
financial aid paid for it.
Sophomore Keri Murray, a
psychology major, said she didn’t attend Wintersession
because she was working to
save money for spring semester. But she said she would
definitely consider registering
for Wintersession classes in
the future.
“Our break is so long that
being able to get some credits
out of the way is awesome,”
she said.
Nesbitt said she hopes to
have online registration for
Wintersession in the future
and also hopes to increase the
number of courses offered that
fill general education requirements. Wintersession 2004
will be from Jan. 5 through
Jan. 23.

800-273-0667
Ask for Benson or Brian

• Come Sell Pest Control this Summer
• We need Sales Reps and Managers
• Average Rep earns $4,000 per month
• Limited Spots available in:
- N. Carolina - S. Carolina - Washington D.C.
- Florida - Georgia - California - Texas
• Informational meeting Tuesday Feb. 18, 2003 at 6pm in the UC, Rm 331

TUESDAY SPECIAL
BUY A LARGE PIZZA
GET A SECOND PIZZA OF
EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

FREE
EVERYDAY
ORDER A LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA
AND FREE CINNADOTS FOR ONLY $9.99

721-7610
Sun-Thur 11 am - 1 am
Fri-Sat 11 am - 2 am
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KBGA radiothon takes cash calls
Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin

KGBA is looking for love
from its listeners but not in
the form of red construction-paper hearts or chocolate cupids. All they want is
a fat stack of cold, hard
cash.
“The radiothon happens
one time a year and this is
the time to show the love
for college radio,” said Carli
Dandrea, KBGA’s program
director.
KBGA’s goal is to earn
$15,000, and by 12 a.m.
Tuesday the station had collected $1,639. Last year the
station collected $7,000.
The radiothon is running
from Monday to Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily.

KBGA plans to put the
money toward continuing
“Live in Missoula,” which
puts on free, all-age shows
featuring local bands,
Dandrea said. The money
collected will also go toward
equipment maintenance.
“Any amount is great,”
Dandrea said. “One dollar is
awesome and 100 dollars is
superb,” Dandrea said.
Those who give a little
will get a little. Those who
give a $10 donation will
receive a KBGA bumper
sticker. Those who donate
$50 will receive the premium package, which includes
a KGBA T-shirt, a CD and a
bumper sticker. Donators of
$50 will also get to choose
between a mystery CD — a
paper bag with four or five
different CD’s in it — a Griz

Tonka truck or a T-shirt
from Big Sky Brewery.
Those who donate $75
will be entered into a raffle
on Friday for a snowboard
from Elements board shop,
three months of free membership to the YMCA, gift
certificates from different
restaurants or a scooter.
“There are two main reasons (to donate). One is that
KBGA is local and I believe
that it’s important to support local folks doing any
endeavor,” said local musician and donator Amy
Martin. “It’s scary when you
consider that there are six
major corporations that control every radio station we
listen to. It’s important to
support independent radio.”
To donate to KBGA,
please call 880-0477.

Research Study #8451 Receive up to $200
21 years of age or older
Adult Men & Women who currently smoke at least 1 cigarette a day
Must smoke Ultra Light cigarettes
2 outpatient visits within 3 days
Study begins in January and February

(888) 220-7715
700 South Ave. West, Suite A • Missoula, MT 59801

Research Study #8451 Receive up to $200
21 years of age or older
Adult Men & Women who currently smoke at least 1 cigarette a day
Must smoke Carlton, Merit Ultima or Now brand cigarettes
2 outpatient visits within 3 days
Study begins in January and February

(888) 220-7715
700 South Ave. West, Suite A • Missoula, MT 59801

National Briefs
Off the wire

Missoula group suing U.S. Fish and
Wildlife to protect grizzly bears
HELENA (AP) — A Missoula environmental group filed suit
against the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Monday, accusing the
agency of failing to protect grizzly bears in a portion of northwestern Montana.
In Missoula, the Alliance for the Wild Rockies filed its lawsuit
in U.S. District Court, contending a timber sale in the Kootenai
National Forest will damage vital grizzly bear habitat.
The group said the sale, first approved by the U.S. Forest
Service last summer, will lead to the creation of more than 70
miles of roads and will remove trees from more than 3,790 acres
in the Cabinet-Yaak ecosystem of northwest Montana.
In addition to the lawsuit against the FWS, Alliance for the
Wild Rockies said it filed a 60-day notice that it also intends to
sue the Forest Service over the timber sale.
“Both the Forest Service and the FWS have ignored their
legal duties to use the best science available in assessing this
project,” Michael Garrity, the aliance’s executive director, said in
a statement Monday. “Moreover, the agencies’ own data shows
that this huge timber project will result in death and injury to
bears, which the Endangered Species Act expressly forbids.”
Grizzly bears currently are protected under the federal
Endangered Species Act.

New lawyer says Aretha Franklin has
nothing to hide in arson case
BLOOMFIELD TOWNSHIP, Mich. (AP)— The lawyer now
representing Aretha Franklin in the investigation of an arson fire
that destroyed her $1.8 million mansion here says the singer has
nothing to hide.
Franklin fired attorney Elbert Hatchett, who had advised her
not to speak to investigators, and hired former Detroit U.S. attorney Saul Green.
“All she wants to do is to get a positive resolution to this,”
Green said Monday.
Oakland County Prosecutor David Gorcyca said there is “a
new discourse” between his office and Franklin’s new attorney,
who met with prosecutors Monday. Gorcyca hopes to meet with
Franklin by week’s end.
Franklin’s son, Edward, and security guard Tyrone Jarrett Sr.
appeared for depositions Monday. Edward Franklin’s attorney
said his client invoked his Fifth Amendment right to avoid selfincrimination.
In January, prosecutors subpoenaed Franklin, her son, Jarrett
and family friend Dr. George West. West is expected to meet with
prosecutors later this week.
Gorcyca has said Franklin isn’t a suspect in the Oct. 25 fire
that destroyed the 10,000-square-foot home, about 20 miles
northwest of Detroit.
Hatchett said the split came because he’d advised his client
not to speak to investigators.
“She wanted to tell her story, to let everybody know she didn’t
have anything to do with it. It’s just that I couldn’t let her do it,”
Hatchett told the Detroit Free Press.
“She’s just been twisting in the wind on this,” he told The
Detroit News. “Her best bet is just to say nothing.”

Poll suggests majority would support
Iraq attack with some allies
(AP)—More than half of Americans support military action
against Iraq without the support of the United Nations, as long
as the United States has allies in the effort, a new poll shows.
The ABC News-Washington Post poll showed that 66 percent
support military action to oust Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein, but
that dropped to 50 percent if the United Nations opposes the
action.
But a clear majority, 57 percent, said they support military
action against Iraq if some allies support it, even if the United
Nations doesn’t.
More than six in 10, 63 percent, now say that the Bush
administration has presented enough evidence to justify force.
But the public still expresses a preference for building a broad
alliance, 59 percent, to acting quickly without international support, 37 percent.
Nearly six in 10 in a CNN-USA Today-Gallup poll, 59 percent,
said President Bush has a clear and well-thought-out policy on
Iraq. Last fall, people were evenly split on that question. Just
over half said the United States has done all it can to solve the
Iraq crisis diplomatically, while four in 10 said it has not.
The ABC-Post poll of 1,001 adults was conducted Feb. 6-9
while the CNN-USA Today-Gallup poll of 1,000 adults was conducted 7-9. Both had error margins of plus or minus 3 percentage
points.
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Author to lecture, Bush: Saddam playing ‘hide-and-seek’
criticize media
Fred Miller
Montana Kaimin

In the 15 years local environmental author Richard
Manning wrote for newspapers, he said he saw the news
media sacrifice journalistic
integrity to corporate and
advertising pressure.
“It’s obvious where this is
heading,” Manning said,
“complete control.”
Wednesday evening,
Manning will come to UM to
present “A Working Strategy
for Resisting Corporate
Control of the Press: Do Good
Work.”
He will speak about what
he says is an increased tendency of corporate media to
ignore the public interest and
sacrifice quality in journalism
to bottom line profits. The
lecture will take place at 5:30
p.m. in room 204 of Jeanette
Rankin Hall.
Manning wrote for newspapers from the early 1970s to
1989. Since quitting his last
newspaper job at the
Missoulian in 1989, Manning
has written six books, including “A Good House: Building
a Life on the Land,” and his
most recent work, “Inside
Passage: A Journey Beyond
Borders.”
Manning was asked to
speak about two months ago
by the Environmental Action
Community, an ASUM-funded
campus organization.
Chris Bergman, a coordinator of the group, said they
chose him and the topic of
corporate media to draw

many people and diverse concerns to the presentation.
Also, Bergman said, “he
seems to be one of the guys
who can come up with solutions, not just talk about it all
the time.”
In his first book, “Last
Stand: Logging, Journalism,
and the Case For Humility,”
written in 1991, Manning
criticized the media’s failing
to report on logging violations
by Plum Creek Timber
Company Inc., America’s second-largest private land
owner. Since then, he has
written mostly about environmental issues.
Manning said that corporate control of the media
drives writers and editors to
focus on advertising and selling products. The result, he
said, is a media that won’t
risk offending anyone by
reporting on controversial
issues such as corrupt businesses and environmental
problems.
“Advertisers prefer the
media that they advertise in
to be as bland as possible,” he
said. “You don’t want a product to be associated with anything negative.”
Newspapers are run too
much like a business, he said.
“The guys who run the
newspapers come out of the
same business schools as the
guys who run Wal-Mart,” he
said.
Readers deserve objective
journalism, Manning said,
and they will get it if newspapers start “paying more attention to journalism in the public interest.”

WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS, W.Va. (AP) –
President Bush said Sunday
that Iraq has fooled the world
for more than a decade about
its banned weapons and the
United Nations now faces “a
moment of truth” in disarming
Saddam Hussein.
“It is clear that not only is
Saddam Hussein deceiving, it
is clear he’s not disarming.
And so you’ll see us over the
next short period of time working with friends and allies and
the United Nations to bring
that body along,” Bush told
congressional Republicans at a
policy conference.
He said the terrorist acts of
Sept. 11 changed America and
the world.
Before the attacks, Bush
said, “We were confident that
two oceans could protect us
from harm. ... We are now a
battle ground. We are vulnerable.”
Bush said the U.S. public
needs to understand that the
country is expanding the fight
against terrorism to Iraq and
elsewhere.
Saddam “wants the world to
think that hide-and-seek is a
game that we should play. And
it’s over,” Bush said.
The president spoke as
chief U.N. weapons inspector
Hans Blix said in Baghdad
that he saw a beginning of
Iraq’s understanding that it
must seriously observe U.N.
demands for disarmament.
U.N. nuclear chief Mohamed
ElBaradei said he expected
the Security Council to give
the inspectors more time “as
long as we are registering good
progress.”
Asked later about Blix’s
statement, White House
spokesman Ari Fleischer noted
that the president has said:

“Given the fact that Saddam
Hussein is not disarming, time
is running out.”
Blix and ElBaradei are to
make their next report to the
U.N. Security Council on
Friday. That could be pivotal
toward determining whether
the United States should
launch military action against
Iraq.
In his speech, given while
the inspectors held a televised
news conference from Iraq,
Bush said, “It’s a moment of
truth for the United Nations.
The United Nations gets to
decide shortly whether or not
it is going to be relevant in
terms of keeping the peace,
whether or not its words mean
anything.
“But one thing is certain,
for the sake of peace and for
the sake of security of the
United States and our friends
and allies, we will disarm
Saddam Hussein if he will not
disarm himself.”
Bush said “it is important
for the country to realize that
Saddam Hussein has fooled
the world for 12 years, is used
to fooling the world, is confident he can fool the world.”
Earlier, Bush’s national security adviser, Condoleezza Rice,
dismissed movement toward
compliance by Iraq as another
attempt at “cheat and retreat.”
“We have seen this game
with Iraq many times before,
throughout the ‘90s,” she said
on CBS’s “Face the Nation.”
Secretary of State Colin
Powell said a reported FrenchGerman proposal to increase
the number of weapons inspectors in Iraq in hopes of averting U.S. military action is “a
diversion, not a solution” to
disarming Saddam.
“The issue is not more
inspectors. The issue is com-

pliance on the part of Saddam
Hussein,” Powell said on
NBC’s “Meet the Press.”
He added that if the
weapons inspectors say in
their next report – due Friday
– that Iraq is still not cooperating “then the Security
Council will have to sit in session immediately and determine what should happen
next” and “start considering a
resolution that says Iraq is in
material breach and it is time
for serious consequences to follow.”
The French-German plan
would call for the deployment
of thousands of U.N. soldiers,
reconnaissance flights and a
tripling of the number of
weapons inspectors, according
to the German magazine Der
Spiegel.
But the top Democrat on
the Senate Armed Services
Committee, Michigan’s Carl
Levin, told “Fox News
Sunday” that “it seems to me
we ought to be welcoming
efforts to forestall war, even if
we disagree with those efforts
after we read them. We should
not treat the U.N. Security
Council as some kind of a
stumbling block.”
Powell said there would be
no need for such a plan if
Saddam does what he is supposed to, such as revealing the
whereabouts of allegedly unaccounted for anthrax and other
deadly chemical and biological
agents. That can be handled
with a mere handful of inspectors, Powell said.
Also Sunday, Pope John
Paul II ordered a special envoy
sent to Iraq to emphasize his
plea for peace and encourage
Iraqi authorities to cooperate
with the United Nations, the
Vatican said.

Ancient grave shows Stonehenge could be work of foreigner
LONDON(AP) –
Stonehenge, the mysterious
ring of ancient monoliths
from the dawn of Britain’s
proud civilization, could be
the work of a central
European immigrant,
archaeologists said Monday.
An early Bronze Age
archer, whose grave was discovered near the stone circle
last year, may have helped
build the monument. And
tests on the chemical components of his tooth enamel
showed he grew up in the
region that is now
Switzerland.
The archer “would have
been a very important person in the Stonehenge area,”
said Andrew Fitzpatrick,
Wessex Archaeology’s project
manager in charge of
Stonehenge. “It is fascinating to think that someone
from abroad – probably modern-day Switzerland – could
have played an important
part in the construction of
Britain’s most famous
archaeological site.”

The 4,000-year-old man
was identified as an archer
because of the flint arrowheads found by his body,
along with other artifacts
belonging to the Beaker
Culture that flourished in
the Alps during the Bronze
Age.
The man “very likely”
came from an area now in
Switzerland, although it
might also be in southern
Germany or western Austria,
Wessex Archaeology
spokesman Tony Trueman
said.
The archer, dubbed “The
King of Stonehenge” by the
British press, lived around
2300 B.C., about the time
the great stone circle was
formed in Amesbury, 75
miles southwest of London.
The some 100 artifacts
found in his exceptionally
rich grave, discovered about
three miles from
Stonehenge, indicate he was
“obviously a very prominent
man” and likely involved in
constructing the monument,

Trueman said.
The archer was between
35 and 45 years old when he
died. He was strongly built
but suffered an accident a
few years before his death
that severed his left knee
cap. Trueman said the cause
of death was not known, but
it could have been a bone
infection caused by his leg
injury.
Archaeologists also found
the grave of a younger
man, aged 20 to 25, nearby.
He and the archer shared
an unusual bone structure
in their feet, indicating
they were at least related
and possibly father and
son.
Tests on the younger
man’s tooth enamel showed
he grew up in Britain,
leading the archaeologists
to speculate the archer
lived in Britain for a substantial time and had a
Tell that special
someone you care
Valentine’s Day
Happy Ads!
Cheap for younice for them!

family.
Although the indigenous
British originally came from
mainland Europe, they settled thousands of years
before the arrival of the
archer, who clearly belonged
to a different culture,
marked by a new style of
pottery, the use of barbed
flat arrow heads, copper
knives and small gold ornaments.
His grave contained teeth
and bones as well as two
gold hair tresses, three copper knives, flint arrowheads,
wrist guards and pottery.
The copper knives came
from Spain and France. The

gold dated to as early as
2470 B.C., the earliest dated
gold objects found in Britain.
Exactly how and why
Stonehenge was built
remains a mystery. Some
experts believe it is aligned
with the sun simply because
its builders came from a
sun-worshipping culture,
while others believe the site
was part of a huge astronomical calendar.

Why should you
do your laundry
at SuperWash?

Most
triple
loaders
in town!
SuperWash
Laundromat
1700 S. 3rd W.
8:00 am-9:00 pm

Fax (406) 327-9358
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Public to discuss downtown land use Afghanistan joins Court
Katie Klingsporn
Montana Kaimin

The city of Missoula and
St. Patrick Hospital will host
a public meeting Tuesday
night to determine the
future of a wedge of land
between Orange Street, West
Broadway and the Clark
Fork River.
St. Patrick Hospital and
the City of Missoula own the
9-acre parcel, called the
“Riverfront Triangle,” and
are planning to develop the
vacant land and revamp
much of the rest.
“We want to have it redeveloped for something that
makes sense for the urban
area, since it’s right downtown, but at the same time
maintain the riverfront,”
said Chris Behan, project
manager for the Missoula
Redevelopment Agency.
Possibilities for the land
include street-front retail, a

large office component, condominiums or apartments
and a new motel, Behan
said.
Last January, the MRA,
St. Patrick Hospital and
Health Sciences Center cosponsored a citizen-based
design workshop in which
they invited a group of residents to contribute their
comments and create a plan.
“We were trying to touch
upon as many facets of the
community as possible, and
we came up with a very
diverse group of neighborhood activists, bankers, doctors, students and politicians,” Behan said.
The workshop participants
examined potential uses of
different parts of the area,
its site design and relationships the buildings should
have with one another, the
streets, the river and the
immediate neighborhoods.
After 12 hours of discus-

sion, they recommended that
a professional urban design
consultant take over.
Last week MRA, St.
Patrick and Health Sciences
Center hired Design
Workshop of Denver, Colo., to
produce a master plan based
largely on the workshop
members’ input.
Tuesday’s meeting will be
the first of three public meetings. The purpose is to help
the design consultant to better
understand the community’s
needs.
“We want the planning
team to be in listening mode
for anyone interested in the
site,” said Behan.
After another public meeting in March and one more
in April, Design Workshop
will submit the final draft on
April 10. Tuesday’s meeting
begins at 7 p.m. in the lobbylevel conference room of the
St. Patrick Broadway
building.

despite objections from U.S.
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Afghanistan on Monday became
the 89th nation to join the
International Criminal Court,
and human rights groups
warned warlords that they face
prosecution if they carry out war
crimes or other serious offenses.
Afghanistan’s Cabinet decided Jan. 13 to join the court,
despite objections from the
United States. Its ratification
was delivered to the United
Nations on Monday and takes
effect on May 1.
The court will prosecute
those accused of genocide,
crimes against humanity and
war crimes. It will intervene
only when a country is unable or

lacks the political will to carry
out a trial.
“This is a historic day for
Afghanistan,” said John Sifton,
a researcher with Human
Rights Watch. “For over two
decades, perpetrators of war
crimes and crimes against
humanity in Afghanistan have
enjoyed total impunity. On May
1, that impunity will formally
end.”
Former President Clinton
signed the Rome treaty establishing the court in 1998, but
President Bush withdrew the
U.S. signature in May, saying
the court could lead to highly
politicized prosecutions, particularly of American troops.

Montana Kaimin
READ

IT AND IMPRESS YOUR LOVER ON
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VALENTINE’S DAY WITH THE
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GRASP OF CAMPUS, CITY, NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
NEWS WILL MAKE HIM/HER SWOON.

Suffering from mild to moderate Asthma?

WE

Northwest Physicians Research Network, Inc. is seeking volunteers for a national asthma drug research study of an investigational
inhaled medication. Participants must be ages 12 to 75, healthy, non-smokers, and be able to attend 6 visits in 18 weeks.

GOT THE FUNK!

Qualified participants will receive:
• Study-related medical exams, lab tests and medications
• Compensation for time and travel
For more information call:

Buy • Sell • Trade
Funky New and Used Clothing for Men & Women
Open Mon-Sat 11-6

ATTENTION STUDENTS:
Important information about email
New email accounts have been
created for all students
For more information see:
http://wwwumtedu/it/support/email

Call the Dental Clinic at the Curry
Health Center for your appointment
243-5445
You still have
time for a
great smile!

The Vagina Monologues

(406) 721-5024 •700 South Ave West, Suite A • Missoula, MT 59801

VDAY
UC INVASION
February 10th-14th
Tables in the UC
Fun V-Day Activities
Raffle: Prizes from Snow Bowl
and Transformations Salon

The Vagina Monologues
February 14th and 15th
University Theatre, 7 pm
Tickets $6
Available at all tic-it-ez locations
Contact the UM Women’s Center
for more information,
243-4153, UC 210

Mountains Meet Space Presents

Michael Franti
& Spearhead
with special guest

Want fresh breath?
Get your teeth cleaned!

Tre “Slimkid 3” Hardson
from The Pharcyde
at The Wilma Theatre
February 11, 2003
Doors open at 7pm
Music starts at 8pm

SMOKING got
your teeth
yellow? We can
clean them.

Love your teeth!
Get them cleaned!.

TONIGHT!
Also: Coming February 17 to the Blue Heron

MOFRO
Tickets available now at all Ticket E-Z outlets
Rockin Rudy’s & Rainbows End • All Ages Welcome
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Lecturer: We must avoid nuclear perils House endorses driving

limitations for minors

Katie Klingsporn
Montana Kaimin

When Dr. Andreas
Toupadakis stepped up to
the lectern at noon Monday
to speak about the worldwide threat of nuclear
weapons, he started by
pointing out the beauty surrounding him.
“I was looking outside,” he
said, gesturing toward Mt.
Sentinal outside the large
windows of the UC
Ballroom, “and at this building, and the things in it. I
was thinking, are we going
to allow a small number of
individuals who are intelligent but misguided abolish
all of this beauty?”
His lecture, “Nuclear
Perils: Past, Present and
Future,” carried this message: acknowledging the
existence of a worldwide
nuclear threat is not enough.
Instead, he told the audience of about 35, we have to
face it, organize against it
and act.
“Only an organized resistance will force governments
from around the world to
give it up,” he said. “It won’t
happen by petitions, lectures
and books alone.”
Toupadakis acted three
years ago when he quit his
$90,000-pet-year position as
a chemist at Lawrence
Livermore Labs.
Although he was required
to sign a secrecy agreement
as a part of his job, he initially believed his work was
innocuous.
“I went there to discover
ways to dismantle nuclear
weapons, and to discover
ways to store them,” he said.
However, he soon realized
that the United States,
although it had joined other
nations in the commitment
to eliminate nuclear
weapons, was actually
increasing its arsenals.
He believed his work,
although perhaps just a
small part, fit in the larger
scheme of nuclear weapons
advancement.
He resigned from
Lawrence Livermore Labs
and has been lecturing on
the subject at colleges
around the country for the
last 18 months.
The activity of the United
States only perpetuates the

Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin

Dr. Andreas Toupadakis explains how the United States spends $96 million a
day on its nuclear weapons program during his lecture, “Nuclear Perils: Past,
Present and Future,” in the UC Ballroom Monday.

cycle of nuclear activity,
Toupadakis said. Smaller
countries, not wanting to be
left defenseless, build new
nuclear weapons. Then larger countries, to ensure their
power, build more. And on it
goes.
A pamphlet by Physicians
for Social Responsibility
handed out at the lecture
provided these numbers:
• 5,000 nuclear weapons
worldwide are currently
poised and ready to fire.
• 36,000 nuclear weapons
remain in the global arsenal.
• $96 million was spent
daily by the United States in
1998 on the nuclear weapons
program.
• 104 million cubic meters
of radioactive waste have
been created by the U.S.
nuclear program.
Researching nuclear
weapons activity — who’s
making them, how much
they cost and the damage
they can do — is what
Toupadakis calls “dirty
work.”
“It ruins you, drains your
blood. You can’t do just that
everyday,” he said.
Swinging his focus to
environmental protection
and nature, he said, is
necessary to sustain his
antinuclear weapons
activism.
He became involved with
organic farming and
biodiesel as an alternative
energy source after he left
Lawrence Livermore and
returned to his hometown on
the island of Crete for an
eight-month “leave of
absence.”

WALK, BIKE OR DRIVE

AND

Law
School
Stop

PARK FOR FREE!

Campus
Drive
Bus Stop

Park-N-Ride
is located at
the corner of
South Ave. &
S. Higgins Ave.

Shuttle will run every 15 minutes
between 7:40 a.m. & 5:40 p.m.
For more info call 243-4599
or 243-6132
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up to
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Needed!

Become a
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•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health

NOW!!!
Buy 11 Clubfoot Sandwiches
and get the 12th one FREE
PLUS You will automatically be
registered for Our Free Party
for 20 that will be given away
May 10th. Now Accepted
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549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
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Downtown
327-9400
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Spring Organization Sale!
501 South Higgins
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www.fourrivers.net

25% OFF ALL BOAT BAGS,
VESTS AND FOUL WEATHER
GEAR

’

SPRING’S COMING, BE PREPARED!
Show Your Griz Card To Get These Savings
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800-273-0667

SOUTH AVE.
Dornblaser

National Transportation
Safety Board has urged
Montana to adopt such
restrictions.
In addition to the threemonth restricted permit,
HB226 would limit who can
ride with a motorist under 18
and when that person can
drive. Within the first year of
obtaining a license, those
drivers could not have more
than two unrelated passengers under 18 in the car and
would be barred from driving
between midnight and 5:30
a.m., except for certain reasons.
The exceptions include
travel to and from work, for
farm or ranch needs, and
school- or church-sponsored
events. The measure allows
exemptions in hardship
cases.

South
Campus
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Arthur Ave.
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“We can’t say we’re going
to work on antiwar projects
unless we work on positive
things,” he said.
He also said he wants the
human population to realize
that everyone is equal, so we
can unite to overcome
nuclear warfare.
Before everyone left,
Toupadakis asked the audience to sign a pledge that
was on a table by the door,
so all could remember his
message.
The pledge: to use academic skills for uplifting
humanity, not for hurting it;
to investigate and take into
account environmental consequences of any job opportunity; and lastly, to not sign
a secrecy agreement before
taking a job that might produce fear or pollution.

HELENA (AP) — The
House approved a measure
Monday putting new restrictions on young drivers, with
the bill’s chief supporter saying the changes were aimed
at saving lives on Montana’s
roads.
Rep. Kim Gillan, DBillings, is sponsoring House
Bill 226, which requires new
drivers under age 16 to hold
a special permit for their first
three months behind the
wheel.
The permit would require
them to be accompanied by a
licensed driver, parent,
guardian or a driving instructor during the three-month
period.
Gillan’s bill also limits the
hours during which anyone
under age 18 can drive during the first year as a
licensed driver.
HB226, endorsed 81-18, is
similar to a measure Gov.
Judy Martz vetoed in 2001,
saying it was too restrictive
on car-dependent Montana
families. Gillan, then the
House minority leader, also
sponsored that bill.
That legislation would
have required the special permits for the first six months,
a feature Martz cited as too
long when rejecting it.
Gillan said she thinks
Martz will sign the new
measure with its shorter
period, especially because the

Souh Ave. Stop
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cause,” Loos said as tears
filled her eyes.
Snetsinger said receiving
the award shifted her perspective of the anniversary
from grief and fear to relief
and celebration.
“Oh, we made it through
this year, which has been an
absolute roller coaster of
despair and hope,” said
Snetsinger, who works in
UM’s Division of Biological
Sciences.
Her partner, Siegel,
thanked those present for
their support and challenged
them to discard their
ingrained beliefs on how
homosexuals should be treated.
“I, like so many of us, still
carry more internal homophobia than I’d like,” she
said. “It made it difficult for
me to ask for what I need.
Out of the ashes of Carla and
Adrianne’s home, I have set a
new set of expectations for
myself.”
Among those new expectations are: expecting to be
treated fairly in her job,
being welcomed by the spiritual community of her choice
and feeling protected from
violence.
“To expect anything but
full and equal treatment is an
injustice to ourselves and the
next generation of gays and
lesbians in our community,”
Siegel said.
Members of the audience
joined the speakers in
stretching out their arms and
proclaiming in unison, “I
can’t wait to do more to stop
hate in this community.”
Mona Bachmann, spokeswoman for the Coalition for
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Equality, read
a letter from Grayson and
Neff. The couple has been in
Michigan for safety reasons,
they said.
“Often people ask us if
we’d do it again. We say, ‘Of
course, are you nuts?’” the
couple wrote. “We’re not

Think You
Know it All?

Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin

Amy Martin sings during a rally to commemorate the one-year anniversary of an arson fire that destroyed a Missoula lesbian couple’s home.

ready to be visible again ...
We take small steps toward
being visible again.”
Just last week the couple
placed a rainbow sticker in
their car window again,
according to the letter.
“It’s been a very tough
year,” they wrote. “We miss
you. We miss Missoula ... We
don’t feel ready to be back
again.”
Bachmann told the audience, “Social change is very
slow, and positive social
change is not inevitable ...
It’s up to us, and it’s up to
you.”
She also called the
Missoula Police Department
a homophobic organization.
Over the past year rumors
circulated that Grayson and
Neff were chief suspects in
the investigation. Also, a
local gay rights group,
Outfield Alliance, formed in
the wake of the arson saying
that Missoulian coverage of
the arson investigation led
citizens to believe that
Grayson and Neff were at
fault.

But Bob Weaver,
Missoula’s chief of police, told
the Kaimin that the two have
never been named as suspects.
The investigation is “inactive pending further leads
and information,” Weaver
said.
Significant resources were
applied in the investigation,
and sexual orientation did
not play a part in the investigation, he said.
One legislator who attended the rally said her response
to the fire has been to use her
position to work for change in
Montana’s laws.
“I finally realized I can do
something,” said Rep. Rosie
Buzzas, D-Missoula. “I am a
member of the Montana
Legislature. I have a voice. I
have a vote.”
Buzzas, who represents the
university district, and Rep.
Tom Facey, D-Missoula,
whose district is in the
Rattlesnake, are introducing
pro-gay rights legislation during this legislative session.
Facey will introduce a bill
to
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legalize gay marriages.
Though he doubts the bill will
pass this session, “one day it
will get through,” he said.
“When we gather it gives
each other support. I know it
gives me support,”said Facey,
who was moved to tears.
Buzzas is introducing a
bill to allow couples to
acknowledge same-sex partners as dependents so they
can get health insurance benefits.
“We can’t let our gays and
lesbians go through this
alone,” she said. “The price of
speaking out is high — as
Carla and Adrianne know —
but the price of silence is
even higher.”
She called it “horrifying” to
hear the absurdities leveled
at gays and lesbians in the
Legislature.
Karl Olsen, director of
PRIDE, a gay and lesbian
advocacy organization, said
“anti-gay crusaders have
stormed Helena, but ... we
are wearing them down with
our same-sex love.”
Anti gay attitudes exist in
Montana high schools, said
Betty Kijewski of the
Montana Human Rights
Network.
She showed a video she
made of Montana teens talking about being gay in public
and private schools, with
graduating classes ranging in
size from six to 400.
“They speak as well as
they can with a camera in
their faces about the pain and
harassment they have
endured in Montana schools,”
she said, in tears.
“I was always looking over
my shoulder in class,” one of
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the students said. “I would
skip almost every day ... I
couldn’t walk down the halls.”
Another student encouraged teachers to “be conscious
families don’t always mean a
dad, a mom, two kids, a dog
and a minivan.”
Don’t let harassment slide,
a student said. “No one was
there to help. They swept it
under the rug. Just please
don’t let the student suffer.”
Hearing the stories of
Montana high schoolers —
especially Bryan Betts’ —
was the most moving part of
the event, said Ernest
Hergert, president of
Lambda Alliance, a UM support group for homosexual
students.
“I felt such pity, empathy,
and sympathy,” Hergert, a
Florida native, said. “It’s hard
to be a freshman, but so
much harder to be gay and
have to deal with all these
issues in small-town
Montana.”
Though the anniversary
was sad, it was also an opportunity to remember how
much more involved people
have become since the fire,
Hergert said.
As light illuminating the
stained glass of the First
United Methodist Church
faded Saturday, candles
inside reflected off the
church’s brass candlesticks
and lit up the faces of the
activists and gay-rights supporters.
“Deep in my heart, I do
believe that we shall overcome someday,” the crowd
softly sang. “We’ll walk handin-hand someday.”
Gradually, members of the
audience rose to their feet
and raised the candles above
their heads.
The event finished with a
rousing round of “This Little
Light of Mine.”
“At the University, I’m
going to let it shine,” a dancing and clapping crowd sang
out. “In the face of hate, I’m
going to let it shine.”
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Lady Griz pluck Eagles with 72-57 victory
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin

Last Saturday the
University of Montana Lady
Griz played two distinct
halves of basketball before
4,037 people at Dahlberg
Arena. The Lady Griz led by
three at halftime and
outscored the Eastern
Washington University Eagles
by 12 in the second.
Defense, again, proved to
be key as the Lady Griz held
the Eagles to 31 percent from
the field in the second half,
while shooting 52 percent as a
team, keying a 72-57 win to
improve the Lady Griz’s conference record to 4-2, 14-6
overall.
“It was a good game,”
freshman forward Jody
McLeod said. “They were a
good team, and I think it was
our defense again. And if we
can keep playing like that,
then, hopefully, we can be
unstoppable.”
Eastern Washington’s frustration can be summed up in
one brief encounter between
senior leader Michelle
Demetruk and Lady Griz
sophomore forward Lynsey
Monaco.
With eight minutes
remaining in the game,
Demetruk pulled Lady Griz
Lynsey Monaco to the ground.
The referees gave
Demetruk a technical foul and
freshman guard Katie
Edwards sank the two techni-

cal free throws in place of the
injured Monaco, who later
returned to the game.
“She threw Lynsey down,”
McLeod said. “She was a little
intense, a little wild.”
But the pain didn’t bother
Monaco in the least.
“It hurt a little bit,”
Monaco said after the game
with ice packs taped to both
her knee and her elbow. “But I
am sure that I will be fine.”
And although Eastern head
coach Wendy Schuller was
disappointed in her team’s
effort, she was impressed with
the inside tandem of Lady
Griz centers Crystal Baird
and Hollie Tyler, who combined for 31 points.
“Defensively, we didn’t do
the things we needed to do to
shut down their high-low
game,” Schuller said. “They
did an excellent job of getting
the ball inside to their big post
players, and we didn’t do a
good enough job of putting
pressure on the ball.”
Baird led the effort on
offense, scoring a career-high
20 points, and Monaco led the
team with career-highs in
steals and assists with five
and six respectively.
Tyler, however, struggled
from the field in the first half,
scoring no points. But the
slump didn’t last long as she
heated up in the second half,
finishing with 11 points on
four-of-eight shooting.
“I was really happy she
(Tyler) had such a good second

half, because she was a little
frustrated, and you don’t want
her thinking too much,” said
Lady Griz head coach Robin
Selvig.
Off the bench, Edwards
continued to score. She added
12 points while junior guard
Brooklyn Lorenzen dished out
seven assists to propel the
Lady Griz offense.
The Eagles were led by the
hot shooting of sophomore
sensation Stephanie Ulmer,
the reigning Big Sky champion in the javelin throw. Ulmer
finished with 24 points on sixof-seven, shooting from threepoint range.
“Yeah,” Selvig said, “six for
seven, give me a break.”
But Ulmer’s hot shooting
wasn’t enough to overcome
the balanced team effort of
the Lady Griz, and Schuller
was the first one to point this
out.
“She (Ulmer) shot the three
well for us tonight,” Schuller
said. “You know, we need her
to shoot the ball like that for
us to have a chance to be successful against a team that
does this. We’ve got to have
more than one or two players
step up. It takes a team effort
to win, especially against a
good basketball team like
Montana’s got.”
Last weekend marked the
end of a two-game home stand
for the Lady Griz, who travel
next to Utah, to take on the
second-place Weber State
Wildcats this Thursday.

Sean Sperry/Montana Kaimin

Lady Griz center Crystal Baird leaps above an Eastern Washington defender Saturday
at Dahlberg Arena. Baird drove to a personal best of 20 points for the game.

Loss to Eagles pushes Griz to fourth in conference
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin

Montana’s David Bell and Kevin
Criswell scored a remarkable 53
points combined in Saturday’s game
in Cheney, Wash. The problem is,
though, that the majority of people
scoring on the court were wearing
Eastern Washington jerseys.
The Eastern Washington Eagles
defeated the Montana Grizzlies 8772 in an important conference game.
Besides Bell and Criswell, Montana’s
remaining starters scored a total of
19 points, while the bench failed to
put any points on the board.
Chris Hester led the Eagles with
27 points and nine rebounds. He was
complemented by a trio of doubledigit scorers, including Brendon
Merritt with 17.
Merritt, who was coming off a 27-

point performance against Montana
State, was named Big Sky
Conference Player of the Week.
“We can’t win, obviously, giving
people that amount of points,” said
Montana’s head coach Pat Kennedy
in a postgame radio interview.
Not only shooting from the
perimeter, the Eagles pounded the
Grizzlies inside, outscoring them 4012 in the paint.
Bell’s career-high 28-point performance was overshadowed by the
superb offensive execution and physical play of Eastern Washington.
“That was a very, very physical
basketball game,” said Kennedy.
“That was the most physical game
we’ve been involved in all year. They
used the physicalness to their advantage more than we did.”
The Eagles beat Montana on backdoor cuts throughout the game, lead-

ing to easy baskets. Hester used a
backdoor play to get a dunk near the
end of the first half, which was followed by a three-pointer by Merritt
that gave EWU a 43-33 lead at halftime.
The Eagles began the second half
with a 9-0 run to jump to a 52-33
lead. The Grizzlies then made a 9-0
run of their own powered by the
shooting of Criswell and Bell.
After that run, though, the
Grizzlies were only able to cut the
lead to single digits one time at 6961.
“We made so many mistakes,”
Kennedy said. “We played hard, but
we didn’t play intelligently.”
The last four minutes of the game
epitomized the night for the
Grizzlies. Criswell and Bell made
three consecutive treys and scored
nine of Montana’s last 11 points.

Nobody else could score, and the
Grizzlies couldn’t make stops on
defense.
After the loss, the Grizzlies
dropped to 4-5 in the conference, 1014 overall, and the Eagles gained
some breathing room for second
place in the Big Sky at 7-2 in Big
Sky play, 15-8 overall.
Weber State is undefeated in conference action and sits at the top of the
conference after beating Idaho State,
which is now in third place at 4-4.
Montana State is tied with the
Grizzlies for fourth place at 4-5 after
slipping past Portland State on
Saturday, 60-56. Portland State is in
last place with a 2-7 conference
record.
To round out the Big Sky, Northern
Arizona is 3-5 after defeating
Sacramento State 63-45 on Saturday,
dropping the Hornets to 2-6.

Two former Griz players arrested
Two former University of Montana football players who are members of the
Billings Outlaws of the National Indoor
Football League team were arrested early
Saturday after a scuffle outside a nightclub.
Sgt. John Bedford said police arrested
wide receiver Etu Molden and running back
Yohance Humphery outside the
Underground Club shortly after 1 a.m.

Molden faces charges of disorderly conduct, obstructing a police officer and criminal mischief.
Humphery faces charges of obstructing a
police officer.
Both were members of Montana’s 2001
NCAA Division I-AA national championship
team.
–Kaimin Sports Staff
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Griz tracksters prevail in Idaho, win in Bozeman
Marina Mackrow
Montana Kaimin

With only one more scored
meet before the Big Sky
Conference Championships,
the University of Montana
indoor track team is peaking
and making improvements at
the right time.
Six of the Grizzlies’ best
traveled to Pocatello, Idaho,
for the Mountain States
Games Pentathlon last weekend.
Andrew Levin took second place overall, only losing to former UM track and
field athlete, Adam Bork.
They tied for first in the
shot put with throws of 12
and 3/4 meters each.
Levin’s solo first-place finish was in the 1,000-meter run
with a time of 2 minutes,
50.57 seconds. UM Head
coach, Tom Raunig said
Levin’s performance was the
best over the weekend in
Pocatello.
Trevor Gunlock was the
only other male runner competing, but he pulled out of the
competition due to a sore heel.
He did compete in the long
jump and the shot put, finishing 11th and seventh, respectively.
In women’s action, Suzanne
Krings finished third overall

despite tough competition.
Carla Breuer placed sixth
and Shannon Shelby finished
eighth. Raunig said this was a
very good pentathlon for both
teams.
“We are making progress,”
Raunig said. “We are improving our times.”
While those six Grizzlies
finished in the top standings,
the rest of the team traveled
to the Montana State
University Open in Bozeman.
Although the event was unscored, Raunig said he saw
progress against Big Sky competition Weber State
University and MSU.
Raunig said Anne Sheehy
had a great performance after
winning the high jump with a
leap of 5 feet 5 inches and the
triple jump, 37 feet and 11.5
inches.
On the men’s side, Raunig
said Matt Clifford had a good
performance with a first-place
finish in the pole vault, 16 feet
and 3/4 inches.
UM men’s other first-place
finishers include Jas Gill in
the high jump, with a jump of
6 feet and 8 inches and Brad
Lewis in the 800-meter with a
time of 1:56.31.
In women’s action, firstplace finishers were Lauren
Keithly in the mile run with a

Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin

Sophomore Alicia Torrey sprints across the West Auxiliary Gym during track practice Monday. The team travels to
Bozeman this weekend for their next meet.

time of 5:07.56 and Clare
Roche in the 800-meters,
2:20.67.
UM’s Scott McGowan was
trying to reach NCAA qualifiers, but missed this weekend.
Raunig said he will try again
next weekend in his best
event, the mile.

The teams also were successful last weekend in earning more Big Sky Conference
Championship qualifiers. The
men’s team has nine and the
women have garnered eight.
To qualify, an athlete needs to
finish above or equal to the
12th best time last year or be

in the top 12 in rankings by
the seasons end.
“We showed improvement,”
Raunig said. “A lot of people
got better marks. This
weekend is scored and the last
meet before the conference
championships. It was a good
test.”

Griz soccer signs three
UM releases top Griz gridiron awards high school athletes
Trey Young:
2002 Steve Carlson Award, also named to virtually every Division I team and was given defensive MVP honors for the Big Sky Conference. Young was also a finalist for the Buck Buchanan
Award (I-AA defensive player of the year).

John Edwards:
Winner of the Terry Dillon Award (outstanding offensive player) and was also voted co-MVP on
offense with a record of 27-4 as a Griz starter. Edwards was also a finalist for the Walter Payton
Award (I-AA offensive player of the year).

Dylan McFarland:
The junior tackle received the Paul Weskamp Award (outstanding offensive lineman).
McFarland was also given first-team all-conference honors.

Tim Bush:
Voted recipient of the Larry Miller Award (outstanding defensive lineman).
Bush was also a first-team all conference pick.

Herb Fernandez:
The defensive end was honored with the Pat Norwood Award for being
the most inspirational Griz player.

Dave DeCoite:
The junior safety received the Golden Helmet Award, which is awarded to the team’s hardest
hitter. DeCoite was also a second-team All-Big Sky pick.

Brandon Neill:
The senior quarterback received the Tony Barbour Award (player who best represents Griz football).

Joel Robinson:
Received Montana’s “Outstanding Linebacker” award and was an honorable mention
all-conference selection.

The University of
Montana’s women’s soccer
team is on its way to replacing the five seniors they lost
at the end of last season with
three high school players
who signed letters of intent
to play for head coach Betsy
Duerksen and the Grizzlies
for the 2003 season.
All three are from out of
state.
Lindsay Winans played
for Jesuit High School in
Portland, Ore., where she
was named the 4A Player of
the Year and Metro Player
of the Year. As a four-year
starting forward, Winans
recorded 56 goals and 29
assists. She was involved
with the Olympic development program and is a
member of the state select
team.
Kelly Fullerton of West
Linn, Ore., was a four-year
starter for West Linn High
School where she scored 19
goals in her senior year.

During that year, Fullerton
was first team all-league
and second team all-state
selection. She also was a
four-year starter in track
and field.
Laura Newbrough is a
defender from El Dorado
Hill, Calif. She lettered for
two years on varsity for
Oak Ridge High School.
She was an all-league
selection both years, a
member of the under-17
Olympic Developmental
Program Region IV Pool
and the North Cal State
Team. Newbrough also lettered two years in basketball.
Megan Gaskill and Lily
Cable will also join the
team.
The Grizzlies ended the
2002 season with an overall
record of 8-10-1 and
advanced to the Big Sky
Tournament for the sixth
straight year.
-Kaimin Sports Staff

Brent Meyers:
Received the “Special Team’s Player of the Year” award.

Jon Talmage:
The freshman receiver was selected “Newcomer of the Year” after pacing the Griz as the team’s
second-leading receiver with 50 catches, despite missing three games due to injury.

Dustin Dlouhy and Jeff Disney:
Voted Montana’s “Scout Team Players of the Year”.

check us on the web
@
www.Kaimin.org
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Lecturers highlight plight of Mexican natives
Daniel di Stefano
for the Kaimin

Global capitalism fueled by free market
trade is at the root of suffering in poor
countries the world over, said Tom Hansen
in a lecture Monday night.
“It’s killing our world,” he said.
Hansen, the director of the Mexico
Solidarity Network, and Rubén Moreno, a
human rights activist from Chiapas,
Mexico, spoke to an enthusiastic crowd in
an almost full North Urey Lecture Hall.
The lecture focused on the plight of
Indians in Chiapas. Both Moreno and
Hansen said they believe free market
trade encourages exploitation of cheap
labor markets. They said this and paramilitary activity are compromising the
basic human rights of the Chiapas people.
Hansen began the lecture by describing
the effects the North Atlantic Free Trade
Agreement has had on small farmers in
Mexico. Hansen said NAFTA eliminated
protective tariffs on all the goods these
farmers produced, subsequently forcing
small scale Mexican farmers to compete
with large agricultural producers based in
the United States.
“Since 1994 one million Mexican pro-

Servo
Continued from Page 1

and wallet were stolen,” Bail
said. “The assumption is that
the card was in there.”
Another possibility is that
the books were not checked
out with her card, but instead
were accidently placed on her
account. Bail said he has spoken with those in charge at
the library, and said this is a
definite possibility.
“Sometimes people don’t
have their card,” Bail said,
adding that just giving the
librarian your student ID
number or name will bring up
a list of students. “It’s possible
that they may have clicked on
the wrong name or number.”
Barry Brown, the access
services coordinator at the
Mansfield Library, said either
of these scenarios is plausible,
but thinks that the latter is
most likely.
“We might have accidently
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.
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ducers were forced from their land
because the can’t keep up with the low
price of the imports,” Hansen said.
In turn, the farmers’ only option is to
work in sweatshops that produce goods for
exportation to the United States, he said.
But Hansen said this isn’t the only
hardship capitalism has brought to the
Chiapas region. He said Mexican
President Vicente Fox has proposed a plan
to turn the region into a “dry canal” to
facilitate shipping goods to America.
The plan, called Plan Puebla Panama,
calls for the construction of highways, railroads, airports, dams, seaports, and power
and gas grids. The highways and railroads
would link the Pacific Ocean to the Gulf of
Mexico, as well as provide shipping lanes
to the United States.
Hansen said this dry canal will compete with many more sweatshops to capitalize on the large, cheap workforce.
“This will displace thousands of people,” he said.
The Zapatista Army of National
Liberation, which formed in 1994 in opposition to NAFTA, is also working to organize Chiapas communities to combat the
inception of the Plan Puebla Panama.
Hansen described these communities,

brought up the wrong record
and checked them out,” Brown
said Monday. “But we don’t
know for sure.”
In 2002, 188,000 items were
checked out from the
Mansfield Library, Brown
said.
“Given all that volume,
there are mistakes that happen,” he said.
Servo’s account was supposed to deactivate shortly
after her graduation, but due
to a bug in a new program,
her account stayed usable
longer than it was supposed
to, Dean of Library Services
Frank D’Andraia said.
“We were changing systems
at the time, so the card was
not purged,” he said last week.
“I think a glitch occurred.”
Bail said they are continuing the Servo investigation,
and are looking hard into the
new lead, as well as DNA evidence received within the last
few days.

or “autonomous municipalities”, as being
similar to counties in the United States.
These organized communities are fighting
for their right to autonomy.
“They don’t want a separate country,”
said Hasen. They want to be constitutionally recognized as independent.”
“They also want to have a say on how
the land that they have traditionally
inhabited is used. They refuse to pay
taxes and refuse all government services.”
Hansen said the goal of these communities is to be able to support themselves economically and to trade on their own terms.
He said the communities have also established a school system and health care to
demonstrate their autonomy.
“We’ll see in the future if their base is
big enough to support themselves,” he said.
From the beginning these communities
have faced opposition from the Mexican
government, and Moreno, a native of
Chiapas, has witnessed the government’s
efforts to suppress the indigenous people.
Moreno addressed the crowd in
Spanish, which Hansen translated.
“The Mexican government has been trying to disorganize these communities without dirtying their hands,” Moreno said.
He said they do this with low-intensity

Group wants paper masks for all park visitors
BILLINGS (AP) - National Park Service officials should issue a health advisory at
Yellowstone National Park, warning winter visitors about air pollution from snowmobiles and
offering them paper face masks, several public
health and environmental groups said Monday.
“It’s not to be debated whether there are air
quality problems in the park – they know
there’s a problem,” said Aimee Boulanger, executive director of the health advocacy group
Women’s Voices for the Earth. “But we hope
they’d take accountability and say that, while
there is a problem, we will allow visitors to
make a decision about their health.”
In a letter to Yellowstone Superintendent
Suzanne Lewis dated Monday, six health and
environmental organizations detailed their concerns with emissions from snowmobiles and the
risks they may pose to visitors – particularly,
children, the elderly, pregnant women and
those with asthma.
Bill Dart, public lands director for the
BlueRibbon Coalition, which advocates motorized recreation on public lands, said concerns
with air pollution are being blown out of proportion.
Air quality problems tend to be localized and

k iosk
Stubborn, ugly warts, begone! Wart Treatments at
the Curry Health Center. Call for an appointment,
243-2122
Curry Health Center provides completely confidential
health care. No information goes to anyone, ho how,
nowhere, without your permission. Curry Health
Center Call ahead for an appointment. 243-2122
Avoid drinking games...another way UM students
party safe.
Give LOVE to your sweetie, HOPE to fairly paid artisans in developing countries, and CHARITY to the
Peace Center, all by shopping at 519. S. Higgins
saw you in the FRC racquetball courts. You thought
you were all that and a bag of chips! I challenge you
to a game. Campus Rec Intramurals is putting on a
squash and racquetball league! Sign up at the UM FRC
front desk by Thurs, Feb 13 - if you dare! Don’t forget to pick up a Schedule by Feb 19! I’ll see you on
the courts Feb 24 for a rematch. www.umt.edu/campusrec/intramurals.htm
Hand blown glass roses, soaps, candles, scents, art,
metalwork, more...valentines for everyone, Art
Missoula, 219 W. Broadway (next to Bagels on
Broadway.) 549.0422. Open now, grand opening
March 7th
MIRRORS, MAPS AND HIGHWAYS: Come join us for a
dynamic, collaborative group experience. We will be
using art, imagery and journaling for creative selfexploration. Led by graduate student therapists. Call
CAPS at 243-4711 for details.

warfare carried out by paramilitary groups,
but “the government claims that these paramilitary groups don’t exist,” Moreno said.
Moreno said that as recently as last
August, four Zapatista leaders were brutally murdered by these groups. He added
that although there were plenty of eyewitnesses, the police don’t want to get in the
middle of the conflict.
“The authorities don’t want to get
involved,” he said.“They are scared.”
Moreno said situations like this are
why he chose to form the Community
Human Rights Network in Chiapas. The
network comprises many people from different communities that train in the legal
defense of human rights.
“We decided that to defend communities, we had to learn everything about
human rights so that these violations
wouldn’t happen anywhere,” he said.
At the end of the lecture, Hansen and
Moreno both urged all those in attendance
to write to their senators, and express
their disapproval about the effects of free
trade and paramilitary activity on the
indigenous people of Chiapas.
“It’s time for taking a stand and not
taking no for an answer,” Hansen said.

HELP WANTED
WANTED
UM-Western is hiring five team leaders for the 2003
Math/Science Upward Bound summer residency program, a college prep program for high schoolers.
Team leaders must live in the residence hall June 11
≠ July 27 and have responsibility for evening, weekend, and some daytime program activities. College
junior standing or above preferred. Prior experience
working with teenagers is preferred. Must possess
valid
driverπs
license.
See
www.umwestern.edu/msub or call 406-683-7327 for
a complete job description. $2,150 minimum lump
sum plus room and board. UM≠Western is an equal
opportunity employer building strength through
diversity. All candidates who are legally authorized to
work in the United States are encouraged to apply.
Please visit our web site to learn about our program
BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2
week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get
certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)
Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215
Naturalist Assistant The Nature Conservancy Pine
Butte Guest Ranch Choteau, MT May-Oct., 2003 406466-2158
Looking for 5 business majors. Summer work running
your own business. Call 543-2940

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

don’t seem to pose a threat to the casual winter
visitor at Yellowstone, he said, adding that he
believed most tourists would decline use of a
mask, anyway.
Signing the letter were representatives for
Women’s Voices for the Earth; the Science and
Environmental Health Network; the Northwest
Division of the American Cancer Society, the
Institute for Children’s Environmental Health;
Physicians for Social Responsibility; and the
Idaho Women’s Network.
They said the park should issue a seasonlong “health advisory” to let visitors know that
on certain winter days, especially those when
there is heavy snowmobile traffic, that pollutants could be high enough to pose a risk.
Paper masks, similar to those now worn by
some park rangers and other employees, also
should be available to visitors, the groups said.
“We are greatly troubled by an inconsistency,” the groups wrote. “You have determined
that employees are potentially safer wearing
paper masks even when they simply travel
through the park. Yet visitors traveling these
corridors breathe the same air and face similar
health risks, and they are not being cautioned
or provided with respiratory protection.”
K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Looking for a student pursuing a career in special ed.
or who has a live interest in autism. Our 21-year-old
autistic son needs a job coach/companion from 11:00
am till 2:30 pm weekdays. Above average hourly
wage. Call for interview 543-0003.
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES * CLUBS * STUDENT
GROUPS Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

SERVICES
SERVICES

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS
www.bigsky.net/fishing

$22-$55/night

251-6611

1 bdrm apt. $450/mo includes heat. Call Jess 2431715

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED

CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.

Roommate needed to share room in 3 bdrm duplex.
Rent $273 + cable, telephone & 1/3 elec. Deposit
$116. Call Jessie or Jen for more info 721-0454

Online Filing Do Your Taxes Online @ www.absolutetaxes.com for a minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ and
$14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!

HAPPY ADS

PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837
Snuggle Time Child Care has openings! State Pay
Welcome. Ph: 543-2777
Sarah Sandoval reads Tarot, $5, T, W, Th & Sat at Art
Missoula, 219 W. Broadway

Go See Live Music! WWW.JAMBASE.COM
Michael Franti & Spearhead TONIGHT at The
Wilma Doors at 7, Music at 8!

Tell that special
someone you care
Valentine’s Day
Happy Ads!
Cheap for younice for them!

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

